Strong-field-ionization yield versus intensity is investigated for various atomic targets (Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe, Na, K, Zn, and Mg) and light polarization from visible to mid-infrared (0.4-4 μm), from multiphoton to tunneling regimes. The experimental findings (normalized yield vs intensity, ratio of circular to linear polarization and saturation intensities) are compared to the theoretical models of Perelomov-Popov-Terent'ev (PPT) and Ammosov-Delone-Krainov (ADK). While PPT is generally satisfactory, ADK validity is found, as expected, to be much more limited.
I. INTRODUCTION
A treatment of strong-field atomic ionization (SFI) is essential as the laser intensity approaches an atomic unit of field (50 V/Å). In this regime the electron release time becomes strongly correlated to the extrema of the laser-field cycle, at variance with the perturbative description in which electron emission probability is constant over the optical cycle. In addition, the electric force acting on an electron is too strong to be treated as a perturbation: in particular the ionization rate is no longer a power function of the light intensity but rather an exponential function of the laser field. These crucial properties are at the origin of the success of the semiclassical model [1, 2] which has become the theoretical foundation of many strong-field phenomena such as the high-order above-threshold-ionization (ATI) plateau [1, 3] , nonsequential ionization (NSI) [4] , high-order harmonic generation (HHG) [5] , etc.
Based on early experimental observations, Keldysh [6] , more than 50 years ago, conceived the theory that, for low enough frequencies, the photoionization process is similar to a dc-tunneling ionization process. In this picture, the Coulomb potential is "tilted" by the laser field allowing the electron to escape via quantum tunneling through the Stark potential. Thus, the theory simply accounts for both the ionization rate being strongly correlated to the instantaneous field strength of the driving laser and the exponential ionization rate.
Keldysh's approach resulted in a rate expressed as a sum of multiphoton processes, which he expresses as the total ionization rate in Eq. (16) of Ref. [6] as a function of the so-called Keldysh parameter defined as γ = ω 2mI p /eF , which can be interpreted as a ratio of the characteristic atomic momentum 2mI p to the field-induced momentum p F = eF /ω [7] . Here I p is the ionization potential, F and ω are the laser-field strength and frequency, respectively, and m and e are the electron mass and charge, respectively. The rate is a complicated but analytical function of γ which reduces into two simple forms (written here in atomic units for the hydrogen ground state), for γ 1 (tunneling regime),
and for γ 1 (multiphoton regime),
where K 0 = I p /hω is the minimum number of photons needed to ionize the atom at low intensity. An exact form of the pre-exponential factor of the formula for ionization rate in Ref. [6] was obtained by Perelomov, Popov, and Terent'ev [8, 9] , dubbed the PPT formula. The Keldysh rate (as well as PPT) depends on two parameters, γ and K 0 . These theories are for short-range potentials (an essential condition) and a weak laser field (F 1 a.u.) for the H ground state, but are valid for all values of γ and wavelengths [7] . A first-order correction was later introduced to account for the long-range Coulomb interaction [10, 11] .
It is only after the first quantitative experimental evidence of a nonperturbative ionization by a CO 2 laser [12] that the Keldysh theory gained momentum. Subsequently a simplified version was introduced by Ammosov, Delone, and Krainov (ADK) [13] [14] [15] . The ADK rate can easily be obtained from the PPT formula by taking the limit γ → 0, and therefore its validity is more limited. One of the overall limitations of tunneling theories is that if the small values of γ are realized by increasing the intensity at constant wavelength, the concept of tunneling becomes meaningless since the cusp of the Stark potential becomes lower than the atomic ground-state energy [14, 16] . It happens when the laser intensity is higher than the so-called barrier-suppression-ionization (BSI) intensity I BSI = I 4 p /16 (in atomic units).
Attempts have been made to extend tunnel-ionization theory to the BSI regime [15, [17] [18] [19] . Other SFI theories without reference to tunneling were proposed by Faisal [20] and, based on S-matrix formulation and radiation gauge, by Reiss [21] . (For a review, see Ref. [7] .) In addition, ab initio simulations using numerical solutions of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) became available in the late 1980s [22] [23] [24] . Certainly the analytical theories, compared to experiments, led to much easier computations, in addition to their closed forms.
Until the mid-1970s, studying SFI was not experimentally accessible due mainly to the "long"-laser-pulse technology ( 100 ps) which limited the effective intensity experienced by the atom due to ground-state depletion. Although some hint of possible nonperturbative extension of ionization to ATI was reported [25] , it really took measurements with a CO 2 laser [12] to convince the community of the reality of exponential rates. As intense, near-infrared femtosecond laser pulses became widely available, a rich set of strong-field phenomena were observed and explored, and many ultrafast techniques have emerged, such as stereo ATI measurement of the carrier-to-envelope phase [26, 27] , attosecond-pulse generation [28] [29] [30] , laser-induced electron diffraction [31] [32] [33] [34] , etc.
SFI yields as a function of laser intensity have been investigated mainly for noble gas atoms using near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths ( 1 μm). Ion yield measurements on alkali-metal and alkaline-earth-metal atoms have also been studied in the multiphoton regime [35] [36] [37] [38] , but no comparison with SFI theories were made. Saturation intensities (relative to xenon) in transition metals have been compared to ADK predictions with strong disagreement factors ranging from 2 to 7 [39] . Similar SFI comparisons for organic molecules have resulted in similar disagreement with ADK [40] . The only case of a singleelectron atom (H) ionization [41, 42] concluded in excellent agreement with TDSE but was not compared to the SFI theories. A comparison of SFI theories with TDSE can be found in Ref. [18] for the BSI regime and in recent papers [43, 44] .
In practical application ADK is more commonly used than PPT due to its simplicity. It has been widely used even in the regime of γ ∼ 1. In the present paper, we aim to investigate the applicability of PPT and ADK by a comprehensive comparative study between experiments and theories of the total intensity-dependent ionization yield for different atom species at different laser wavelengths at linear and circular polarizations. Ion yield measurements are performed on atomic targets including noble gases (Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe), alkali metals (Na, K), alkaline earth metals (Mg), and one transition metal (Zn) with wavelengths ranging from 0.4 to 4 μm. γ is ranging from 0.2 to 8.3. By comparing the relative yields to the PPT and ADK analytical probabilities we evaluate the theories and, in particular, the applicability of the ADK formula, which is in principle limited to the deep-tunneling regime. Since we do not perform absolute measurements, the signal versus intensity is freely normalized to the theory, for example, on the highest intensity point. The intensity dependence can be then compared to the theoretical ones. Moreover, comparisons were made using the quantities which are independent of the absolute yields including the derivative of log(Ion Yield) with respect to I , which has a unit of I −1 ; the saturation intensities; and the ion yields ratio of linearly and circularly polarized driving fields at a fixed intensity.
II. EXPERIMENT
Our studies use two titanium sapphire laser systems (0.8-μm central wavelength) delivering 80-to 100-fs pulses with a maximum energy of 12 mJ at 1-kHz repetition rate. These systems pump different optical parametric amplifiers providing tuning over 1-2 and 3-4 μm. The laser pulse energy is controlled by a half-wave plate followed by a polarizer, complemented by neutral density filters or pellicle beam splitters. Ellipticity is controlled by the quarter-wave plate (QWP) mounted after these optics. The pulses are focused into the chamber by a lens with a focal length of 100 mm. The noble gases are delivered with a constant flow rate into the vacuum chamber through a leak valve. The metal targets are prepared by heating the sample in an effusive source oven mounted below the interaction region. Laser intensities were calibrated by the 10U p cutoff in the photoelectron spectrum of noble gases [31, 45, 46] . The experimental intensities in some cases are slightly scaled ( 20% from the calibration) to achieve best fit to the theoretical ion yield curves. To switch between linear and circular polarization (LP and CP) at a fixed intensity, the QWP is rotated without adjusting the laser energy (that is, the CP field is the LP field/ √ 2). All the ion yield measurements are performed using a 0.5-m-long home-built Wiley-McLaren time-of-flight spectrometer [47] . Ions are extracted and accelerated by a static electric field and collected at the end of the field-free flight tube by a microchannel-plate chevron detector. The signal is amplified, discriminated, and recorded by a time-to-digital converter with a 1-ns resolution. Each data point is normalized to the number of laser shots and the gas density. The number of laser shots for a data point is at least 6×10 4 . The base pressure of the chamber is around 10 −9 Torr. The background ion counts are mainly from water which is mass resolved from the atom targets. Table I summaries the driving wavelengths and the intensity range in the experiments of different target atoms.
III. RESULTS
We first present the results of noble gas atoms, which are the most commonly used targets in strong-field studies. The ion yields as a function of laser intensity for Xe, Kr, Ar, and Ne at different wavelengths (see captions) are displayed in Figs. 1 to 4. The symbols are experimental data and the solid and dashed curves are the PPT and ADK calculations, respectively. In general, for both LP and CP cases, the yields increase rapidly at low intensities and progressively saturate. Beyond saturation the yield follows a I 3/2 scaling due to the geometrically expanding Gaussian focal volume [48] .
The lower ionization potentials of alkali-metal atoms relative to noble gases require a significantly lower laser intensity to avoid saturation. Thus, longer wavelengths (midinfrared [MIR] ) are used to achieve comparable γ values to the noble gases. Ionization yields as a function of intensity for Na atoms at 3.6 μm are shown in Fig. 5 . Similar to the noble gases in NIR, the ionization yields increase rapidly with intensity and eventually approach the I 3/2 scaling. Other curves for Na and K for linearly polarized light at different MIR wavelengths are shown in Fig. 6 .
Ion yield curves of the transition metal Zn at 3.6, 2, 1.3, and 0.8 μm are displayed in Fig. 7 . Figure 8 shows the results of Mg at 3.6 and 0.8 μm.
IV. DISCUSSION
We begin the discussion with Xe, a common benchmark in SFI. Figure 3 shows Xe ionized at 3.3 and 0.8 μm. PPT and ADK results are close to each other and agree with the measurement. At 0.8 μm, PPT and experiments still agree but ADK predicts a much more rapid intensity dependence. Qualitatively, similar conclusions regarding the comparison between experiments and theories can be drawn from other target atoms such as Ar (Fig. 2) , Kr (Fig. 3) , Zn (Fig. 7) , and Mg (Fig. 8) . Overall, these results confirm the validity of ADK at small γ and the superiority of PPT for all cases.
In the following three subsections, we present absolute comparisons between experiments and theories using the following three quantities which do not require absolute measurements of ionization probabilities. The first is
which is the derivative of log(Ion Yield) with respect to laser intensity I and has units of I −1 . Note that Y d is also equivalent to (1/Y )dY/dI , which is the slope of the ion yield divided by the yield. The second quantity is the saturation intensity I sat and the last is the dimensionless quantity R ≡ Y CP /Y LP , which is the ion yield ratio between CP and LP. 
A. Intensity dependence of ion yields
To compute Y d from discrete experimental data points, a polynomial fit to the data [log 10 (Ion yield) vs intensity] is performed (see caption of Fig. 9 ) from which the derivative is extracted. The data of Xe at 0.8 μm and the fitted curve are shown in Fig. 9(a) . The values of Y d calculated from the fitted curve and the theoretical curves are displayed in Fig. 9(b) . It can be seen that PPT and experimental values are in excellent agreement while ADK overestimates. Note that the modulation on the PPT curve is due to channel closures (condition I p + U p = nhω). The same procedure is applied to other data sets and the results are compiled in Fig. 10 , which shows the ratio Note that the closer the ratio is to 1, the better the agreement is between theory and experiment. In the comparison between experiments and PPT, the ratio is close to 1 (ranging between 0.9 and 1.2) in all the data set, even when γ is greater than 2. For ADK, good agreement with experiments is observed for small γ values but as it approaches 1 the deviation becomes significant. Figure 11 shows ion yields of magnesium of 0.8 μm. The two black dashed lines are two linear fits to the data, one is fitted to the data points at low intensities and the other one is fitted to the data points beyond the saturation intensity which should have a slope close to 1.5. Here I sat is defined to be the intersection of the two linear fits. For this data set I sat is determined to be 20 TW/cm 2 . The same fitting procedures are applied to the ADK and PPT curves to obtain the theoretical predictions of I sat ; the values obtained from ADK and PPT are 29 and 18 TW/cm 2 , respectively. I sat for different data sets were obtained using the same method and the results are summarized in Fig. 12 . It shows the ratio between the measured and theoretically predicted I sat for various targets and driving wavelengths. Overall, PPT agrees well with experimental values within 20% uncertainty. Except for small γ , in general ADK overestimates I sat and the deviation increases with γ . Note that there is an ambiguity in the determination of I sat using the fitting method described above since the slope of the low-intensity part of an ion yield curve varies as a function of intensity. However, since the y range for the fittings to the experimental and theoretical results are set to be the same, the ratio between the fitted I sat from the two curves indeed represents a real deviation between them.
B. Saturation intensity

C. Linear vs circular polarization
CP and LP lead to very different ATI energy spectra [3, 21, 49] due to the fact that in CP the photoelectron classical motion never returns to the parent ion. Differences are also expected in the total ionization rates w c and w l . While in the tunneling regime, for small γ , w l is usually larger than w c , the opposite can be true in the multiphoton domain [50] . PPT [8] predicts the rate ratio CP/LP < 1, depending on the field strength. Turning to the experiment, the ratio CP/LP is an interesting quantity which does not imply absolute comparisons. Figure 7 shows the results of Zn and Fig. 2 shows the results of Ar at different wavelengths for both polarizations. One general feature is that the yield at LP is larger than the yield at CP at the same laser intensity and the difference increases as the photon energy decreases. Figure 13 shows the ratio R of different target atoms at different wavelengths and it can be observed that the ratio decreases as I p /hω increases. In the tunneling regime, it is expected that the yield at LP is much larger than the yield at CP because peak amplitude of the field for LP is a factor of √ 2 larger than that for CP when the intensity is fixed. To quantify the deviations between experimental results with PPT and ADK, we take the ratio between experimental and calculated (from PPT or ADK) values of R for different data sets and the results are plotted as a function of γ in Fig. 14. All the comparisons are performed approximately at the calculated values of over-the-barrier intensities. Again, the closer the ratio is to 1, the better the agreement between experiment and theory is. The experiment to PPT ratio ranges between 0.8 and 3 and does not show a significant trend of increase as a function of γ . The experiment to ADK ratio is close to that of PPT for small γ values, but as γ approaches 1 the ratio starts to increase significantly and in the multiphoton regime ADK predictions become an order of magnitude larger than the experimental results.
D. Few-photon ionization in large-γ regime
While the data presented in previous sections have demonstrated that the PPT formula [Eq. (A1)] works well in both multiphoton and tunneling regimes, we would like to point out that there is a limit on γ for Eq. (A1) to be valid. It is due to the fact that the Coulomb correction (CC) factor (2/F n * 3 ) 2n * (see the Appendix) was derived under the assumption that
063417-6 √ F for all the data points. Below saturation, the intensity dependence of the data is ∼I 3 , as predicted by perturbation theory and consistent with the TDSE results in Ref. [51] . However, the PPT calculations (green dashed line in Fig. 15) show that the ionization probability saturates at an intensity much lower than the intensity range of Fig. 15 , so the slope of the curve is just 3/2 due to the expanding focal volume, and even at very low intensities it remains much smaller than 3. It should be pointed out that, although the short-range potential (with no CC) PPT does predict a power law of ∼ I K 0 , in agreement with perturbation theory (see Eq. (2.4) in Ref. [9] ) in the large-γ limit (this is the result of the Keldysh function [6] and is confirmed by our PPT calculation), it cannot predict the correct ionization rate. In many cases, it overestimates the saturation intensities by an order of magnitude or more. Popruzhenko et al. [11] derived a new expression of the CC factor of the PPT formula, (2/F n * 3 ) 2n * (1 + 2γ /e) −2n * , valid for arbitrary values of γ . With this generalized version of the CC factor, good agreement between experimental values and PPT calculations (red solid curve in Fig. 15 ) is obtained. For clarification, PPT calculations with CC factor (2/F n * 3 ) 2n * (Eq. (A2)), without CC factor, and with generalized CC factor (2/F n * 3 ) 2n * (1 + 2γ /e) −2n * are displayed in Fig. 16 .
V. SUMMARY
We have presented an experimental study on ionization of atoms in intense laser fields at different wavelengths, intensities, polarizations, and types of targets with the goal of evaluating PPT and ADK models. Our data cover a wide range of γ values. In particular, we carried out an experiment on tunnel ionization of alkali-metal and alkaline-earth-metal atoms in the midinfrared as a test of the applicability of the Keldysh metric in atoms with very-low-ionization potentials. The PPT model agrees well with all the experimental data presented in this paper but must include a generalized Coulomb correction factor [11] in the very-large-γ regime in which ionization is a few-photon process. The ADK model significantly underestimates the ionization yield except in the deep-tunneling regime. PPT also gives much better predictions for the ionization yield ratio between CP and LP than ADK. ADK underestimates the CP/LP ratio by an order of magnitude when γ is large (approaches 2).
ADK has also been extended to molecules in a version called MO-ADK [52] . However, MO-ADK failing to give an accurate prediction on the orientation-dependent ionization profile for simple molecules CO 2 [53, 54] (and also polar molecules CO [55, 56] ) with γ > 1 has caused a long debate. More elaborate models [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] have been attempted with various correction schemes. However, the fact that MO-ADK or ADK is supposed to be valid only in the regime of γ 1, a criterion which is not met in the aforementioned studies, should not be overlooked. Recently, the PPT formula has also been generalized to molecules by Zhao et al. [44] .
APPENDIX: PPT VS ADK
For convenience, the basic analytical formulas of the theories are recalled here. For details and derivations the reader is referred to the original papers.
The PPT ionization rate formula is expressed as
where F and ω are the amplitude and frequency of the laser field, respectively. The partial rates w q can be interpreted as the ATI rates corresponding to q-photon ATI with q running from a minimum value of q min ≡ (I p + U p )/ω , the minimum number of photons required to reach the effective ionization threshold I p + U p to infinity. The full cycle-averaged PPT expression is [8] 
with
In the above equations, F is the field amplitude, n * = 1/ 2I p is the effective quantum number, l * = n * − 1 is the effective orbital quantum number, (x) is the gamma function, and l and m are orbital and magnetic quantum numbers, respectively, with respect to the quantization axis defined by the laser polarization direction. The factor (2/F n * 3 ) 2n * in Eq. (A2) takes long-range Coulomb interaction into account and 3F n * 3 /π is the result due to cycle averaging. It is known that the m = 0 orbital dominates the ionization as its electron density is primarily distributed along the quantization axis, where all nonzero m orbitals exhibit nodes which do not favor ionization of the electron. For circular polarization, the cycle-averaged PPT rates are given by [64] 
for s orbitals, 
for p orbitals with m = ±1. Note that q min = (2U p + I p )/ω for circular polarization and ζ ≡ 2q min /q − 1. Equations (A3) and (A5) are Eqs. (88) and (90) in Ref. [64] multiplied by the Coulomb correction factor (2/F n * 3 ) 2n * [10] . The ionization rate for m = 0 states is much smaller than the rate for m = ±1 states. In our calculations for ionization probability, contributions from m = ±1 states are summed and the m = 0 state is neglected.
The ADK ionization rate, on the other hand, is given by 
This ADK formula for the instantaneous ionization rate can be derived from Eq. (A2) by taking the limit γ → 0 (physically, this corresponds to ionization in a static electric field) and dropping the prefactor due to cycle averaging. Since the ADK formula does not contain ω, it is not able to predict any wavelength dependence of ionization rates. Since it is applied for calculating the instantaneous rate, both CP and LP take the same formula and the ionization rate is dominated by m = 0. It should be stressed that no discrete binding states other than the ground state are considered in PPT or ADK which, like Keldysh or more generally KFR theories, are in principle limited to short-range potentials (e.g., in photodetachment). The atomic parameters required for the calculations presented in this paper are tabulated in Table II . Ionization probability by a laser pulse is given by
where F 0 (t) is the pulse envelope which is assumed to have a sine-squared shape with pulse durations (full width at half maximum in intensity). In our experiments the ions emerge from the full Gaussian laser beam focus, so three-dimensional volume averaging is applied to the calculations. That is, the total yield is the sum of the yields at each laser intensity, weighted by the corresponding volume element [65] .
